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Capturing Consumer Surplus11.1

CAPTURING CONSUMER SURPLUS

FIGURE 11.1

● price discrimination Practice of charging different prices to different 

consumers for similar goods.

If a firm can charge only one price for all 

its customers, that price will be P* and 

the quantity produced will be Q*. 

Ideally, the firm would like to charge a 

higher price to consumers willing to pay 

more than P*, thereby capturing some of 

the consumer surplus under region A of 

the demand curve. 

The firm would also like to sell to 

consumers willing to pay prices lower 

than P*, but only if doing so does not 

entail lowering the price to other 

consumers. 

In that way, the firm could also capture 

some of the surplus under region B of 

the demand curve.



● first degree price discrimination Practice of charging each customer her 

reservation price.

First-Degree Price Discrimination

● variable profit Sum of profits on each incremental unit produced by a firm; 

i.e., profit ignoring fixed costs.

● reservation price Maximum price that a customer is willing to pay

for a good.

Price Discrimination11.2



ADDITIONAL PROFIT FROM 

PERFECT FIRST-DEGREE 

PRICE DISCRIMINATION

FIGURE 11.2

Because the firm charges 

each consumer her 

reservation price, it is 

profitable to expand output to 

Q**. 

When only a single price, P*, 

is charged, the firm’s variable 

profit is the area between the 

marginal revenue and 

marginal cost curves.

With perfect price 

discrimination, this profit 

expands to the area between 

the demand curve and the 

marginal cost curve.

PRICE DISCRIMINATION11.2



PRICE DISCRIMINATION11.2

First-Degree Price Discrimination

First-Degree Price Discrimination in 

Practice

Figure 11.3

Firms usually don’t know the 

reservation price of every 

consumer, but sometimes 

reservation prices can be roughly 

identified. 

Here, six different prices are 

charged. The firm earns higher 

profits, but some consumers may 

also benefit. 

With a single price P*4, there are 

fewer consumers. 

The consumers who now pay P5 or 

P6 enjoy a surplus.

Perfect Price Discrimination

The additional profit from producing and selling an incremental unit
is now the difference between demand and marginal cost.

Imperfect Price Discrimination
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PRICE DISCRIMINATION11.2

Second-Degree Price Discrimination

● second-degree price discrimination    Practice of charging different 

prices per unit for different quantities of the same good or service.

● block pricing    Practice of charging different prices for different 

quantities or “blocks” of a good. 

Second-Degree Price Discrimination

Figure 11.4

Different prices are charged for 

different quantities, or “blocks,” of 

the same good.  Here, there are 

three blocks, with corresponding 

prices P1, P2, and P3. 

There are also economies of 

scale, and average and marginal 

costs are declining.  Second-

degree price discrimination can 

then make consumers better off 

by expanding output and lowering 

cost.
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PRICE DISCRIMINATION11.2

Third-Degree Price Discrimination

● third-degree price discrimination    Practice of dividing consumers 

into two or more groups with separate demand curves and charging 

different prices to each group. 

Creating Consumer Groups

If third-degree price discrimination is feasible, how should the firm decide 

what price to charge each group of consumers?

1. We know that however much is produced, total output should be 

divided between the groups of customers so that marginal revenues for 

each group are equal.

2. We know that total output must be such that the marginal revenue for 

each group of consumers is equal to the marginal cost of production.
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DETERMINING RELATIVE PRICES

(11.1)

(11.2)

Let P1 be the price charged to the first group of consumers, P2 the
price charged to the second group, and C(QT) the total cost of
producing output QT = Q1 + Q2. Total profit is then



THIRD-DEGREE PRICE 

DISCRIMINATION

FIGURE 11.5

Consumers are divided into two groups, 

with separate demand curves for each 

group. The optimal prices and quantities

are such that the marginal revenue from 

each group is the same and equal to 

marginal cost.

Here group 1, with demand curve D1, is 

charged P1, 

and group 2, with the more elastic 

demand curve D2, is charged the lower 

price P2.

Marginal cost depends on the total 

quantity produced QT. 

Note that Q1 and Q2 are chosen so that 

MR1 = MR2 = MC.

PRICE DISCRIMINATION11.2



PRICE DISCRIMINATION11.2

Third-Degree Price Discrimination

Determining Relative Prices

No Sales to Smaller Market

Figure 11.6

Even if third-degree price discrimination 

is feasible, it may not pay to sell to both 

groups of consumers if marginal cost is 

rising. 

Here the first group of consumers, with 

demand D1, are not willing to pay much 

for the product. 

It is unprofitable to sell to them because 

the price would have to be too low to 

compensate for the resulting increase in 

marginal cost.
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EXAMPLE 11.1 THE ECONOMICS OF COUPONS 

AND REBATES

Coupons provide a means of price discrimination.

TABLE 11.1 PRICE ELASTICITIES OF DEMAND FOR USERS 
VERSUS NONUSERS OF COUPONS

PRICE ELASTICITY

PRODUCT NONUSERS USERS

Toilet tissue – 0.60 –0.66

Stuffing/dressing –0.71 –0.96

Shampoo –0.84 –1.04

Cooking/salad oil –1.22 –1.32

Dry mix dinners –0.88 –1.09

Cake mix –0.21 –0.43

Cat food –0.49 –1.13

Frozen entrees –0.60 –0.95

Gelatin –0.97 –1.25

Spaghetti sauce –1.65 –1.81

Crème rinse/conditioner –0.82 –1.12

Soups –1.05 –1.22

Hot dogs –0.59 –0.77



EXAMPLE 11.2 AIRLINE FARES

TABLE 11.2 ELASTICITIES OF DEMAND FOR AIR TRAVEL

FARE CATEGORY

ELASTICITY FIRST CLASS UNRESTRICTED COACH DISCOUNTED

Price –0.3 –0.4 –0.9

Income 1.2 1.2 1.8

Travelers are often amazed at the variety of fares available for round-trip 

flights from New York to Los Angeles. 

Recently, for example, the first-class fare was above $2000; the regular 

(unrestricted) economy fare was about $1000, and special discount fares 

(often requiring the purchase of a ticket two weeks in advance and/or a 

Saturday night stayover) could be bought for as little as $200. These 

fares provide a profitable form of price discrimination. The gains from 

discriminating are large because different types of customers, with very 

different elasticities of demand, purchase these different types of tickets.

Airline price discrimination has become increasingly sophisticated. A wide 

variety of fares is available.



8.  Sal’s satellite company broadcasts TV to subscribers in Los Angeles and New York.  
The demand functions for each of these two groups are

QNY = 60 – 0.25PNY QLA = 100 – 0.50PLA

where Q is in thousands of subscriptions per year and P is the subscription price per 
year.  The cost of providing Q units of service is given by 

C = 1000 + 40Q where Q = QNY + QLA.

a) What are the profit-maximizing prices and quantities for the New York and Los 
Angeles markets?

b) As a consequence of a new satellite that the Pentagon recently deployed, people 
in Los Angeles receive Sal’s New York broadcasts, and people in New York receive 
Sal’s Los Angeles broadcasts.  As a result, anyone in New York or Los Angeles can 
receive Sal’s broadcasts by subscribing in either city.  Thus Sal can charge only a 
single price.  What price should he charge, and what quantities will he sell in New 
York and Los Angeles?

c) In which of the above situations, (a) or (b), is Sal better off?  In terms of consumer 
surplus, which situation do people in New York prefer and which do people in Los 
Angeles prefer?  Why?
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a. What are the profit-maximizing prices and quantities for the New York and Los 

Angeles markets? 

Sal should pick quantities in each market so that the marginal revenues are equal to one 

another and equal to marginal cost. To determine marginal revenues in each market, first 

solve for price as a function of quantity: 

PNY  240  4QNY, and 

 PLA  200  2QLA. 

Since marginal revenue curves have twice the slope of their demand curves, the marginal 

revenue curves for the respective markets are: 

MRNY  240  8QNY , and 

 MRLA  200  4QLA. 

Set each marginal revenue equal to marginal cost, which is $40, and determine the profit-

maximizing quantity in each submarket: 

40  240  8QNY, or QNY  25 thousand, and 

 40  200  4QLA, or QLA  40 thousand. 

Determine the price in each submarket by substituting the profit-maximizing quantity into 

the respective demand equation: 

PNY  240  4(25)  $140, and 

 PLA  200  2(40)  $120. 

8. 
ANS.



b. As a consequence of a new satellite that the Pentagon recently deployed, people in Los 

Angeles receive Sal’s New York broadcasts, and people in New York receive Sal’s Los 

Angeles broadcasts. As a result, anyone in New York or Los Angeles can receive Sal’s 

broadcasts  

by subscribing in either city. Thus Sal can charge only a single price. What price 

should he charge, and what quantities will he sell in New York and Los Angeles? 

Sal’s combined demand function is the horizontal summation of the LA and NY demand 

functions. Above a price of $200 (the vertical intercept of the LA demand function), the total 

demand is just the New York demand function, whereas below a price of $200, we add the 

two demands: 

QT  60  0.25P  100  0.50P, or QT  160  0.75P. 

Solving for price gives the inverse demand function:  

P  213.33  1.333Q, 

and therefore, MR  213.33  2.667Q. 

Setting marginal revenue equal to marginal cost: 

213.33  2.667Q  40, or Q  65 thousand. 

Substitute Q  65 into the inverse demand equation to determine price: 

P  213.33  1.333(65), or P  $126.67. 

Although a price of $126.67 is charged in both markets, different quantities are purchased in 

each market. 

  60 0.25(126.67) 28.3
NY
Q  thousand and 

   100 0.50(126.67) 36.7
LA
Q  thousand. 

Together, 65 thousand subscriptions are purchased at a price of $126.67 each. 

ANS.

8. 



c. In which of the above situations, a or b, is Sal better off? In terms of consumer surplus, 

which situation do people in New York prefer and which do people in Los Angeles  

prefer? Why? 

Sal is better off in the situation with the highest profit, which occurs in part a with price 

discrimination. Under price discrimination, profit is equal to: 

    PNYQNY  PLAQLA  [1000  40(QNY  QLA)], or 

   $140(25)  $120(40)  [1000  40(25  40)]  $4700 thousand. 

Under the market conditions in b, profit is:  

    PQT  [1000  40QT], or 

   $126.67(65)  [1000  40(65)]  $4633.33 thousand. 

Therefore, Sal is better off when the two markets are separated. 

Under the market conditions in a, the consumer surpluses in the two cities are: 

CSNY  (0.5)(25)(240  140)  $1250 thousand, and 

 CSLA  (0.5)(40)(200  120)  $1600 thousand. 

Under the market conditions in b, the respective consumer surpluses are: 

CSNY  (0.5)(28.3)(240  126.67)  $1603.67 thousand, and 

 CSLA  (0.5)(36.7)(200  126.67)  $1345.67 thousand. 

New Yorkers prefer b because their price is $126.67 instead of $140, giving them a higher 

consumer surplus. Customers in Los Angeles prefer a because their price is $120 instead of 

$126.67, and their consumer surplus is greater in a. 

8. 

ANS.



INTERTEMPORAL PRICE DISCRIMINATION
AND PEAK-LOAD PRICING

11.3

Intertemporal Price Discrimination

● intertemporal price discrimination    Practice of separating 

consumers with different demand functions into different 

groups by charging different prices at different points in time.

Intertemporal Price Discrimination

Figure 11.7

Consumers are divided into groups 

by changing the price over time. 

Initially, the price is high. The firm 

captures surplus from consumers 

who have a high demand for the 

good and who are unwilling to wait 

to buy it. 

Later the price is reduced to appeal 

to the mass market.
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INTERTEMPORAL PRICE DISCRIMINATION
AND PEAK-LOAD PRICING

11.3

Peak-Load Pricing

Peak-Load Pricing

Figure 11.8

Demands for some goods and 

services increase sharply during 

particular times of the day or year. 

Charging a higher price P1 during 

the peak periods is more profitable 

for the firm than charging a single 

price at all times. 

It is also more efficient because 

marginal cost is higher during peak 

periods.
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● peak-load pricing    Practice of charging higher prices during 

peak periods when capacity constraints cause marginal costs 

to be high.



EXAMPLE 11.3 HOW TO PRICE A BEST-SELLING NOVEL

Publishing both hardbound and paperback

editions of a book allows publishers to price

discriminate.

Some consumers want to buy a new bestseller

as soon as it is released, even if the price is $25.

Other consumers, however, will wait a year until

the book is available in paperback for $10.

The key is to divide consumers into two groups, so that those who are 

willing to pay a high price do so and only those unwilling to pay a high 

price wait and buy the paperback.

It is clear, however, that those consumers willing to wait for the paperback 

edition have demands that are far more elastic than those of bibliophiles.

It is not surprising, then, that paperback editions sell for so much less than 

hardbacks.



1.  Price discrimination requires the ability to sort 
customers and the ability to prevent arbitrage.  Explain how 
the following can function as price discrimination schemes 
and discuss both sorting and arbitrage:

1. Requiring airline travelers to spend at least one Saturday night away from 
home to qualify for a low fare.

2. Insisting on delivering cement to buyers and basing prices on buyers’ 
locations.

3. Selling food processors along with coupons that can be sent to the 
manufacturer for a $10 rebate.

4. Offering temporary price  cuts on bathroom tissue.

5. Charging high-income patients more than low-income patients for plastic 
surgery.
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1.  Price discrimination requires the ability to sort customers and the ability to prevent 

arbitrage.  Explain how the following can function as price discrimination schemes and 

discuss both sorting and arbitrage: 

a. Requiring airline travelers to spend at least one Saturday night away from home 

to qualify for a low fare. 

The requirement of staying over Saturday night separates business travelers, who 

prefer to return home for the weekend, from tourists, who travel on the weekend.  

Arbitrage is not possible when the ticket specifies the name of the traveler. 

b. Insisting on delivering cement to buyers and basing prices on buyers’ locations. 

By basing prices on the buyer’s location, customers are sorted by geography.  Prices 

may then include transportation charges, which the customer pays for whether 

delivery is received at the buyer’s location or at the cement plant.  Since cement is 

heavy and bulky, transportation charges may be large.  Note that this pricing 

strategy sometimes leads to what is called “basing-point” pricing, where all cement 

producers use the same base point and calculate transportation charges from that 

base point.  Every seller then quotes individual customers the same price.  This 

pricing system is often viewed as a method to facilitate collusion among sellers.  For 

example, in FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683 [1948], the Court found that sealed 

bids by eleven companies for a 6,000-barrel government order in 1936 all quoted 

$3.286854 per barrel. 

ANS.

ANS.



a. Requiring airline travelers to spend at least one Saturday night away from home 

to qualify for a low fare. 

The requirement of staying over Saturday night separates business travelers, who 

prefer to return home for the weekend, from tourists, who travel on the weekend.  

Arbitrage is not possible when the ticket specifies the name of the traveler. 

b. Insisting on delivering cement to buyers and basing prices on buyers’ locations. 

By basing prices on the buyer’s location, customers are sorted by geography.  Prices 

may then include transportation charges, which the customer pays for whether 

delivery is received at the buyer’s location or at the cement plant.  Since cement is 

heavy and bulky, transportation charges may be large.  Note that this pricing 

strategy sometimes leads to what is called “basing-point” pricing, where all cement 

producers use the same base point and calculate transportation charges from that 

base point.  Every seller then quotes individual customers the same price.  This 

pricing system is often viewed as a method to facilitate collusion among sellers.  For 

example, in FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683 [1948], the Court found that sealed 

bids by eleven companies for a 6,000-barrel government order in 1936 all quoted 

$3.286854 per barrel. 

c. Selling food processors along with coupons that can be sent to the manufacturer 

for a $10 rebate. 

Rebate coupons for food processors separate consumers into two groups:  (1) 

customers who are less price sensitive (those who have a lower elasticity of demand) 

and do not fill out the forms necessary to request the rebate; and (2) customers who 

are more price sensitive (those who have a higher demand elasticity) and do the 

paperwork to request the rebate.  The latter group could buy the food processors, 

send in the rebate coupons, and resell the processors at a price just below the retail 

price without the rebate.  To prevent this type of arbitrage, sellers could limit the 

number of rebates per household. 

d. Offering temporary price cuts on bathroom tissue. 

A temporary price cut on bathroom tissue is a form of intertemporal price 

discrimination. During the price cut, price-sensitive consumers buy greater 

quantities of tissue than they would otherwise and store it for later use.  Non-price-

sensitive consumers buy the same amount of tissue that they would buy without the 

price cut.  Arbitrage is possible, but the profits on reselling bathroom tissue probably 

are so small that they do not compensate for the cost of storage, transportation, and 

resale. 

 

e. Charging high-income patients more than low-income patients for plastic surgery. 

The plastic surgeon might not be able to separate high-income patients from low-

income patients, but he or she can guess.  One strategy is to quote a high price 

initially, observe the patient’s reaction, and then negotiate the final price.  Many 

medical insurance policies do not cover elective plastic surgery.  Since plastic surgery 

cannot be transferred from low-income patients to high-income patients, arbitrage 

does not present a problem. 

ANS.

1.

ANS.

ANS.



The Two-Part Tariff11.4

TWO-PART TARIFF WITH A 

SINGLE CONSUMER

FIGURE 11.9

● two-part tariff Form of pricing in which consumers are charged 

both an entry and a usage fee.

SINGLE CONSUMER

The consumer has demand 

curve D. 

The firm maximizes profit by 

setting usage fee P equal to 

marginal cost

and entry fee T* equal to the 

entire surplus of the consumer.



TWO-PART TARIFF WITH TWO 

CONSUMERS

FIGURE 11.10

TWO CONSUMERS

The profit-maximizing usage fee P* 

will exceed marginal cost. 

The entry fee T* is equal to the 

surplus of the consumer with the 

smaller demand. 

The resulting profit is 2T* + (P* − 

MC)(Q1 + Q2). Note that this profit 

is larger than twice the area of 

triangle ABC.



TWO-PART TARIFF WITH MANY 

DIFFERENT CONSUMERS

FIGURE 11.11

MANY CONSUMERS

Total profit π is the sum of the profit from the 

entry fee πa and the profit from sales πs. Both πa

and πs depend on T, the entry fee. 
Therefore

π = πa + πs = n(T)T + (P − MC)Q(n)

where n is the number of entrants, which depends 
on the entry fee T, and Q is the rate of sales, 
which is greater the larger is n.

Here T* is the profit-maximizing entry fee, given 
P. To calculate optimum values for P and T, we can 
start with a number for P, find the optimum T, and 
then estimate the resulting profit. 

P is then changed and the corresponding T
recalculated, along with the new profit level.



EXAMPLE 11.4 PRICING CELLULAR PHONE SERVICE

Most telephone service is priced using a two-part tariff:
a monthly access fee, which may include some free
minutes, plus a per-minute charge for additional
minutes. This is also true for cellular phone service, 
which has grown explosively, both in the United States
and around the world. 

In the case of cellular service, providers have taken the
two-part tariff and turned it into an art form.

In most parts of the United States, consumers can choose among four national network 
providers—Verizon, T-Mobile, AT&T, and Sprint. These providers compete among 
themselves for customers, but each has some market power. Market power arises in part 
from oligopolistic pricing and output decisions, but also because consumers face 
switching costs: Most service providers imposes a penalty upwards of $200 for early 
termination. Because providers have market power, they must think carefully about 
profit-maximizing pricing strategies. The two-part tariff provides an ideal means by which 
cellular providers can capture consumer surplus and turn it into profit.

The two-part tariff works best when consumers have identical or very similar demands.



EXAMPLE 11.4 PRICING CELLULAR PHONE SERVICE

TABLE 11.3 CELLULAR RATE PLANS (2011)

ANYTIME
MINUNTES

MONTHLY ACCESS 
CHARGES

NIGHT & WEEKEND 
MINUTES

PER-MINUTE RATE 
AFTER ALLOWANCE

A. VERIZON: AMERICA’S CHOICE BASIC

450 $39.99 Unlimited $0.45

900 $59.99 Unlimited $0.40

Unlimited $69.99 Unlimited Included

B. SPRINT: BASIC TALK PLANS

200 $29.99 Unlimited $0.45

450 $39.99 Unlimited $0.45

900 $59.99 Unlimited $0.40

C. AT&T INDIVIDUAL PLANS

450 $39.99 5000 $0.45

900 $59.99 Unlimited $0.40

Unlimited $69.99 Unlimited Included



EXAMPLE 11.4 PRICING CELLULAR PHONE SERVICE

TABLE 11.3 CELLULAR RATE PLANS (2011) (continued)

ANYTIME
MINUNTES

MONTHLY ACCESS 
CHARGES

NIGHT & WEEKEND 
MINUTES

PER-MINUTE RATE 
AFTER ALLOWANCE

D. ORANGE (UK)

100 £10.00 None 2.5 pence

200 £15.00 None 2.5 pence

300 £20.00 None 2.5 pence

E. ORANGE (ISRAEL)

None 28.00 NIS None 0.59 NIS

100 38.00 NIS None 0.59 NIS

400 61.90 NIS None 0.59 NIS

F. CHINA MOBILE

150 58 RMB None 0.40 RMB

450 158 RMB None 0.35 RMB

800 258 RMB None 0.32 RMB

1200 358 RMB None 0.30 RMB

1800 458 RMB None 0.25 RMB

To convert the international prices to U.S. dollars (as of August 2011), use the 
following conversion factors: 1£ = $1.60, 1 NIS = $0.30, and 1 RMB = $0.13.

TABLE 11.3 CELLULAR RATE PLANS (2011) (continued)

ANYTIME
MINUNTES

MONTHLY ACCESS 
CHARGES

NIGHT & WEEKEND 
MINUTES

PER-MINUTE RATE 
AFTER ALLOWANCE
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10.  As the owner of the only tennis club in an isolated wealthy community, you must 
decide on membership dues and fees for court time.  There are two types of tennis 
players.  “Serious” players have demand 

Q1 = 10 – P 
where Q1 is court hours per week and P is the fee per hour for each individual player.  
There are also “occasional” players with demand 

Q2 = 4 – 0.25P.  
Assume that there are 1000 players of each type.  Because you have plenty of courts, the 
marginal cost of court time is zero.  You have fixed costs of $10,000 per week.  Serious and 
occasional players look alike, so you must charge them the same prices.

a) Suppose that to maintain a “professional” atmosphere, you want to limit membership to 
serious players.  How should you set the annual membership dues and court fees (assume 52 
weeks per year) to maximize profits, keeping in mind the constraint that only serious players 
choose to join?  What would profits be (per week)?

33

b) A friend tells you that you could make greater profits by encouraging both types of players to 
join. Is your friend right? What annual dues and court fees would maximize weekly profits? What 
would these profits be?

c) Suppose that over the years young, upwardly mobile professionals move to your community, 
all of whom are serious players. You believe there are now 3000 serious players and 1000 
occasional players. Would it still be profitable to cater to the occasional player? What would be 
the profit-maximizing annual dues and court fees? What would profits be per week?



In order to limit membership to serious players, the club owner should charge 

an entry fee, T, equal to the total consumer surplus of serious players and a 

usage fee P equal to marginal cost 

of zero. With individual demands of Q1  10  P, individual consumer surplus is 

equal to:

(0.5)(10  0)(10  0)  $50, or

(50)(52)  $2600 per year.

An entry fee of $2600 maximizes profits by capturing all consumer surpluses. 

The profit-maximizing court fee is set to zero, because marginal cost is equal to 

zero. The entry fee of $2600 is higher than the occasional players are willing to 

pay (higher than their consumer surplus at a court fee of zero); therefore, this 

strategy will limit membership to the serious players. Weekly profits would be

  (50)(1000)  10,000  $40,000.

10a)

Suppose that to maintain a “professional” atmosphere, you want to limit 
membership to serious players.  How should you set the annual membership 
dues and court fees (assume 52 weeks per year) to maximize profits, keeping 
in mind the constraint that only serious players choose to join?  What would 
profits be (per week)?

ANS.



When there are two classes of customers, serious and occasional players, the club owner 

maximizes profits by charging court fees above marginal cost and by setting the entry fee 

(annual dues) equal to the remaining consumer surplus of the consumer with the lesser 

demand, in this case, the occasional player. The entry fee, T, equals the consumer surplus 

remaining after the court fee  

P is assessed: 

 
2

0.5 (16 )T Q P , where 

  
2
4 0.25 .Q P  

Therefore, 

      20.5(4 0.25 )(16 ) 32 4 0.125 .T P P P P  

Total entry fees paid by all players would be 

     2 22000 2000(32 4 0.125 ) 64,000 8000 250 .T P P P P  

Revenues from court fees equal 

       2
1 2

(1000 1000 ) [1000(10 ) 1000(4 0.25 )] 14,000 1250 .P Q Q P P P P P  

Therefore, total revenue from entry fees and court fees is 

   264,000 6000 1000 .TR P P  

Marginal cost is zero, so we want to maximize total revenue. To do this, differentiate total 

revenue with respect to price and set the derivative to zero: 

  6000 2000 0.
dTR

P
dP

 

Solving for the optimal court fee, P  $3.00 per hour. Serious players will play 10  3  7 

hours per week, and occasional players will demand 4  0.25(3)  3.25 hours of court time 

per week. Total revenue is then 64,000  6000(3)  1000(3)2  $73,000 per week. So profit 

is $73,000  10,000  $63,000 per week, which is greater than the $40,000 profit when only 

serious players become members. Therefore, your friend is right; it is more profitable to 

encourage both types of players to join. 

10b) 

A friend tells you that you could make greater profits by encouraging both types of players to 
join. Is your friend right? What annual dues and court fees would maximize weekly profits? What 
would these profits be?

ANS.



10c)

Suppose that over the years young, upwardly mobile professionals move to your community, all of 
whom are serious players. You believe there are now 3000 serious players and 1000 occasional 
players. Would it still be profitable to cater to the occasional player? What would be the profit-
maximizing annual dues and court fees? What would profits be per week?

An entry fee of $50 per week would attract only serious players. With 3000 serious players, 

total revenues would be $150,000 and profits would be $140,000 per week. With both 

serious and occasional players, we may follow the same procedure as in part b. Entry fees 

would be equal to 4000 times the consumer surplus of the occasional player: 

     2 24000(32 4 0.125 ) 128,000 16,000 500T P P P P  

Court fees are 

       2
1 2

(3000 1000 ) [3000(10 ) 1000(4 0.25 )] 34,000 3250P Q Q P P P P P , and 

 2128,000 18,000 2750TR P P   . 

   18,000 5500 0
dTR

P
dP

, so P  $3.27 per hour. 

With a court fee of $3.27 per hour, total revenue is 128,000  18,000(3.27)  2750(3.27)2  

$157,455 per week. Profit is $157,455  10,000  $147,455 per week, which is more than 

the $140,000 with serious players only. So you should set the entry fee and court fee to 

attract both types of players. The annual dues (i.e., the entry fee) should equal 52 times the 

weekly consumer surplus of the occasional player, which is 52[32  4(3.27)  0.125(3.27)2] 

 $1053. The club’s annual profit will be 52(147,455)  $7.67 million per year. 

ANS.



CHAPTER 11 Recap

• Capturing Consumer Surplus

• Price Discrimination

• Intertemporal Price Discrimination and Peak-Load

• Pricing

• The Two-Part Tariff
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